
Move safely from
film to flexo

Film is

dead!
WHAT'SNEXT

Digital Flexo eliminates the need 

for film

Digital flexographic plate making is widely adopted in the 
flexo printing industry. Digital flexo plate making not only 
brings a significant quality increase but it also cuts costs. 

Esko customers report a 25% cost reduction in their plate 
making when going digital! They eliminate the silver-halide 
film, chemistry, film processor, dark room… And, because 
it eliminates the need for film and all its chemistry, the CDI 
can help your business comply much easier—and much 
less expensively—with local environmental regulations. 

Esko’s CDI -Cyrel Digital Imager- offers superb results that 
before were only achievable in offset or gravure. 

A CDI for all applications

There is a CDI for every need: from narrow web label printing, 
to flexible packaging and wide format corrugated printing; 
from one color printed corrugated boxes to highly sophis-
ticated multi-color packaging and even security printing.

Although the purpose of a CDI is to image digital flexo and 
digital letterpress plates, it can also image film. So if 
you do come across the need to image a film, you can still 
do so with a CDI. 

The latest innovations

HD Flexo and Full HD Flexo are flexo solutions that make 
sure you no longer have to compromise on print quality. You 
can have the strong solids with vibrant brand colors and 
the sharp text and image details and the smooth vignettes. 

Flexo no longer comes second to gravure or offset. Plates 
and sleeves made with HD Flexo and Full HD Flexo deliver 
consistent and repeatable results that will make you smile.

HD Flexo has set the new flexo printing standard for fine 
highlights, transition to zero, sharp text and brilliant image 
details.

Full HD Flexo is adding perfect ink laydown with the right 
solid density, vibrant brand colors, supreme platemaking 
consistency and the only fully digitally controlled platemak-
ing workflow available in industry

Strong colors in contrast 
with light tones

Vibrant colors

Natural image
reproduction

Smooth
transitions
to zero

Solid colors,
strong homogenity

CDI Spark 2530



www.esko.com

CDI Spark 2530 Magnetic Drum
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Digital Letterpress

Esko’s CDI is the no. 1 computer to plate system for digi-
tal letterpress imaging. It is mainly used in can, pod and 
tube printing applications, in label printing and for security 
printing applications.

The CDI is capable of imaging both metal and foil based 
letterpress plates with a magnetic vacuum drum. The drum 
can be customized with register pins in order to place the 
printing plates in perfect register to the image.

Inline UV technology brings significant advantages in regards 
to the imaging quality, predictability and consistency. The 
plates leaving the CDI are UV cured and they are immediately 
ready for washing without additional steps.

Inline UV is available from a CDI Spark 2530 upwards.

Letterpress Plate Vendors
Dantex, Flint, Jet, Miraclon, Toyobo, Toray


